Spruce Up My Salad

Colouring in doesn’t mean staying in line. Let your crayon go crazy and create the salad you’ve always dreamed of!

I Spy

At Pizza Hut Restaurants there’s so much food and drink to choose from. But in a jumble, things sometimes get lost. Can you help find one bowl of super swirly spaghetti?

Answers

How many cucumber pieces
How many cinnamon bites
Lost letters

Shady Shapes

Hmmmm. There are some very shady shapes! Can you draw the lines to match up the black shapes to the objects on the left?

Activities Booklet

Colour Me With Crayons

Play By Their Own Rules

Spruce Up My Salad

DELICIOUSLY DOTTY

LOST LETTERS

SHADY SHAPES

DIVE IN FIRST FINGERS
Om nom nom. We’ve cooked up something special with some delicious ingredients. Can you work out what’s in the basket?

SLOPPY WORD SEARCH

FIND:
Sweeties
Chocolate
Ham
Cheese
Pineapple
Sprinkles
Sauce
Pepper
Cake

DELICIOUSLY DOTTY

There’s a terrific treat waiting to be discovered, so join the dots to find out what it is!

LOST LETTERS

When we say adios to table manners, things can get a little hectic! In all the madness, some letters have been lost. Can you fill the blank boxes to work out these pizza related words?

COMPETITION

DESIGN YOUR OWN PARTY HAT

At Pizza Hut Restaurants, we LOVE throwing children’s parties. In fact, we love hosting them so much, we’re giving you a chance to win a FREE party for you and seven friends! All you need to do is draw your dream party hat. It doesn’t have to be sparkles and bobbles. Why not a monster hat? Or a fairy hat? Or a pizza hat?! Ready? Set? Draw!

HOW TO ENTER:
Kids, get your parents to take a picture and post on social media with the hashtag ‘#PizzaHutBoss’. Competition ends on 30th June 2020. Five winners will be chosen.